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Abstract-This paper gives certain simulation models that can be used to verify a Bayes' discrim-
inant algorithm and a feature selection routine for their accuracy. The verification is developed in
terms of statistical tests and the evaluation techniques are suggested, assuming the multivariate
normal model for underlying classes. The algorithm evaluation procedures are discussed from a
practical viewpoint and are easy to perform.
1. INTRODUCTION
Consider the statistical problem of classification involving m different classes n l , n l , , nm •
Let each individual in these classes possess p common observable features C 1 , Cl' , Co:
The observation on an individual is denoted by a p x 1 measurement vector x = (x.,
Xl"'" Xp)T, where xj denotes the measurement corresponding to feature Cj . Let Pi(X)
denote the multivariate probability density function of the random vector X for it, and qi
be a priori probability that an individual be selected from a class ni , i = 1,2, ... , m. Then
the statistical classification problem consists of devising a technique for assigning an
individual selected at random from the population made of n l , nz . . . . , nm into one of the
m classes. Among several suggested techniques for solving the problem, the Bayes dis-
criminant procedure leads to optimal solution, in the sense that it minimizes the expected
cost of misclassification. However, it is generally not possible to find an exact Bayes solution
explicitly due to difficulties involved in the evaluation of classification errors[l]. Also,
sometime in its application the amount of computation involved could be immense. In
view of this certain modifications in the Bayes' discriminant procedure have been suggested
and this has led to various Bayes' algorithms, for example, table look-up techniques[2, 3J:
hoping that these algorithms would maintain approximately the optimality of the Bayes'
solution.
From a computational viewpoint it is sometimes desirable to reduce the magnitude of
a discriminant problem. Since the number of classes, m, is not arbitrary the only way to
achieve reduction in the problem is to reduce P, the number of features. This amounts to
selecting a "best" set of q features, q < P, out of the set of p features: by "best" we mean
that when a discriminant analysis is performed using the set of q selected features in place
of the complete set of p features, the results are well approximated. A list of different feature
selection procedures can be found in Levine[4J who has summarized the earlier work on
the topic fairly well.
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In the absence of any knowledge on the probability density functions plx), Pz(x), .. ,
Pm(x), the Bayes algorithms, characterized as sample-based[5], would often result into
further loss in optimality of the Bayes' procedure. Thus when a classification task is per-
formed using a sample-based Bayes' discriminant algorithm coupled with a feature selection
routine, the process may involve a complicated algorithm.
The above discussion now raises the basic question as how to verify a classification
algorithm. In other words, how to find whether or not an algorithm is accomplishing what
it was designed for with theoretical precision? An answer to this question can be found
by evaluating the classification algorithm by using real data as input. However, often we
do not know in exact forms the statistical properties of the real data and so the algorithm
must be verified with data from known probability distribution functions.
Most investigators have tested a software package by verifying it through an example
for which analytically they already knew the answer. Since the answers to classification
problems are in terms of expected classification errors, one should be determining whether
or not the algorithm output statistically confirms such expected results. As the Monte
Carlo technique can often be employed for estimation purposes, one must devise simula-
tion models for which the algorithm output can be compared with the known expected
results.
In this paper we consider certain specified situations and formulate simulation models
that can be used to verify a discriminant algorithm and a feature selection routine. Evalua-
tion procedures are given by assuming class models to be multivariate normal with some
simplified structure for their mean vectors and covariance matrices. Subsequent to our
discussion actual simulation results evaluating different classification algorithms, though
omitted here, can be given easily.
2. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARIES
Let CU!i) be the cost of misclassifying an individual from class Jrj into class tt, and
R = (Rj , Rz , ... , Rm) be a classification rule such that if an observation x belongs to region
R j , we assign it to the class Jr j , i = 1,2, ... , m. Then the expected cost of misclassification
for an individual under classification rule R is
where
m m
L(R) = I qj I CU[ilPU[il,
j= I j= I
j*j
(I)
PU!i) = r p)x) dx (2)JR ,
is the probability of misclassifying the individual from Jrj into n.. It is well-known[6] that
for a given cost, CUli),s, and given a priori probabilities, qj'S, the Bayes procedure minimizes
eq uation (1) and it assigns x to Rj if
I qjpJx)c(ili).:s;; I qjpj(x)C(kli).
j= I j= I
j* j i r «
m m
k = 1,2,oo.,m. (3)
However, we would assume equal costs of misclassification and zero cost of correct classifi-
cation, i.e. CUIi) = C for all i and j, i +- j and C(il.il = 0 for all i. Then the Bayes' procedure
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minimizes the expected probabil ity of misclassification and the associated discriminant
region R , consists of x's satisfyi ng
qjP)X ) = . max [qiP;l.X)],
,=1•. . . •m
.I = I, 2, . . . , 111. For when q i'S are all equal, equat ion (4) reduces to
p)x) = max [p;l.xl]
i= l .... .m
(4)
(5)
and this is equivalent to having a maximum likelihood solution for the discriminant prob-
lem.
When the probability distribution for a class is assumed to be multivariate normal, the
density function of a p x 1 rand om vector is of the form :
I
PIx ) = ._ _.-. - · --:- exp [ _ l (x - JilT L- 1(X - Ji)J(2n)l'lzILI"z z (6)
where f1 is the mean vector and L is the covariance matrix. To generate a random vector x
with this distribution, first generate a P x I vector J' of independent normal components
with zero means and then obtain x using the relation
x = B- 'r + JI
where B is given by L - 1 = BTB. When L is a non-singular matr ix, B can be easily obtained
as a unique upper triangular matrix computed using a Cholesky matr ix square root
algorithm. If a large number of these normal vectors are required to be simulated it is
recommended to use the procedure[7] that minimizes the computer time. The techniques
for generating normal random numbers are well known[8].
3. S I MU LA TION MODE LS FO R E VA LU ATING DIS CRI MINA NT A LGORITHM S
To evaluate a discriminant algorithm for its accuracy a natural way is to ascertain
whether or not classification erro rs (probabilities of misclassification) obtained from the
algorithm in a specified situation agree with the expected ones. If not, and the two differ
beyond a certain level of significance, the algorithm should be recognized inadequate. The
test procedure of goodness of fit using the chi-square test, or the like, may be used for this
purpose.
When dealing with discriminant analysis for multivariate normal classes, it is often
difficult to evaluate expected Bayes' classification error s unless the underlying class distri-
butions are considered to be ofa simple form. In viewof this, one should design simulation
models for which either expected Bayes' classification errors are easily available so that a
test of goodness of fi t can be used or a test procedure not involving these error s can be given.
Below we consider two such cases and formulate simulation models for an algorithm
evaluation.
3.1. 1\1odeI with colinear and equally spaced meall vectors
Considering multivar iate normal classes with colinear and equally spaced mean vectors
and circular ellipsoids of concentratio ns, let f1i = (ir. 0, 0, . . . . O)T and Li = kl, where r and
k are some positive constants. for x., i = L 2, . .. ,111. Clearly the p components of the
rando m vector x = (Xl' xz , . .. •xi' are independently distributed and the p-dimensional
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problem reduces to one-dimensional as all the discriminating information is in the first
component XI of the random vector x.
For a given a priori probabilities ql' q2"'" qm' it follows from equation (4) that the
Bayes' discriminant region R, is given by x's satisfying
[
I' l I' a,
XI - 2U+ilJ kU - j) ~ log ~t
j = 1,2, ... , m, j +- i.
(7)
By solving the simultaneous inequalities in equation (7) for i = 1,2, ... , m, the Bayes'
discriminant regions R I , R z, " " Rm are obtained as
R I = {X:X 1 ~ ~r - ~Iog~~},
{ 2i-1 k qj 2i+1 k qj+l}R j = x:~~r - --Iog~~ < Xl <---I' - -log-- ,2 I' qj - I 2 I' qj
i = 2, 3, ... , In - L
and
{
2m - I k s; }Rm = x:--2~ I' - -log~-- < x. < x: .
I' qm-l
Accordingly, the expected probabilities of misclassification are
PUU) = 1.4>Ur,k)dxt,i and j= L2, ... ,In,ii=j,
R,
where 4>(/1, k) denotes the univariate normal density function with mean /1 and variance k.
Equivalently,
. (3' I' jk qz)POll) = <1> [2 - lJ -~ - ---log - ,Jk I' ql
P( ·t·) n.([. . lJ I' Jk, 4i+l) n.([. . IJ I' Jk, qj)II =..... I - .I + i --~ --- og -- -..... I - .I -2 .- - -- - og -- ,Jk I' qj jk I' qj-I
i = 2, 3, ... .m - I
and
. (. I I' jk ..P(mIJ) = 1- <1> [m - } - 2J--- - -log- ,jk r qm-l
j = L 2, ... , m, where <D(a) denotes the cumulative standard normal distribution function
at point a.
For fixed I' and k, the expected Bayes' classification errors, PUli),s, are now available and
if desired, one can obtain the probability ofmisclassifying an individual to n, by calculating
m
.I; = L qjPUU).
j= 1
jetj
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Next, if a priori probabilities are assumed equal, the expressions for P(iU)'s are further
simplified greatly.
On the other hand, let NUl;) denote the number of times the Bayes algorithm, which is
to be evaluated, incorrectly assigned observations from nj into it, in a simulated data of
N, observations for n j in the above model. Then
P(iU) = N(iU)/Nj,
the observed proportion of observations from n j classified into n j provides an unbiased
estimate of PUU). Now if PUU) > °for all i and j such that for any i and j, NjP(ilil is not
too small, say less than 5, using the goodness of fit criterion one can test the hypothesis of
the algorithm being accurate by calculating
/ = f f [P(iU) -. ~(iU)F
i> I i~ I P(IUl
and comparing it with x;(m2 - m), the value of X2 variate with m2 - in degrees of freedom
at a given significance level :I.. If the calculated X2 exceeds x;(m 2 - m), one should suspect
the underlying algorithm procedure.
3.2. Symmetrically designed models
The simulation evaluation model in Section 3.1 is based on a highly restrictive con-
figurated design. We would now consider another model which is less restrictive and
provides an alternative way to evaluate a discriminant algorithm when expected classifica-
tion errors cannot be obtained.
First we formulate the concept as follows:
Definition 1: A simulation model D is a system consisting of a set of density functions
PI(x), P2(X)"", Pm(x) with mean vectors fil' fi2' ... , fim and covariance matrices LI'
L2"'" L m , respectively.
Definition 2: A model is symmetric if the density function with mean vector fii is in D,
then the density function with mean vector - fii is also in D and the two such densities are
equally likely and have the same covariance matrix.
To construct a symmetric model, we consider the set of admissible mean vectors
fi = (fio), fi(2)"'" fi(p)f defined by
Sp = {Wfi(i) E {I, 0, - l} except fi being a zero vector}.
The set Sp consists of 3P - 1 vectors. If we denote a vector having 1 for the ith component
and °for the other P - I components by e., then Sp is the set of all possible lattice points
generated by the Pvectors ei's, and if fi ESp, then - fi ESp' Accordingly, elements in Sp form
the following sequence of vectors:
-(el + e2 + ... +cp ) } .
Assuming m ::::; 3P - 1 and m even, select the class mean vectors from the sequence
{reI' -rel,· .. ,r(e l ± C2), -r(c I ± C2), .. ·,r(c l + e2 + ... +ep ), -r(e l + e2 + ... +ep )]
such that
m
fij= -fim/2+j,j= 1,2""'2 (8)
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in order to maintain a symmetry in the pattern of means ; and the size for the class means is
achieved by introducing a preassigned non-negative constant r. Now considering a set of
In density functions with mean vectors obtained according to equation (8), covariance
matrices taken according to equation (9),
m
j = 1,2, ... '2' (9)
and assuming qj = qm /2+ j, U = 1,2, ... , mI2), we obtain a symmetric model involving m
classes.
It can be easily shown that for expected Bayes' classification errors in the case of a
symmetrical model ,
PUu) = P(i'li'l (10)
-where i' = (m12 + i) mod m andj' = (m12 + j) mod m, i andj = 1,2, ... , m. In view of this
a Bayes' algorithm can be evaluated by finding whether or not its output confirms equation
(10) with simulated data for a symmetric model.
Suppose we have m multivariate normal densit ies for the classes with means /11 ' /12" . . , Jim
chosen according to equation (8) and co variance matrix L; = kl for all i, where k is an y
po sitive constant. Then it follows from equation (4) that the Bayes' discriminant region s
are given by
j = I,2, . .. , m, j -# i}, i = 1,2, .. . . rn.
Considering qj = q2 = ... = qm and simplifying further, the inequalities in Rj's are of the
form
where ar's and hI'S take on values in the set { - 2, - 1, 0, I, 2}. There will be a symmetric
pattern among discriminant regions and for the classification errors equation (LO) holds.
Furthermore, as shown in the following example, the discriminant regions may be simplified
greatly and may even lead to an easy evaluation of the expected Bayes' classification errors :
in which case a Bayes' algorithm can be evaluated using a test of goodness offit described in
Section 3.1.
Example I : Let P = 2 and m = 4. Then the set 52 consists of the followin g vector s :
[~l [-~l [~l [- ~J
[-:l [-:l [:J [=:J
Suppose we select the mean vectors
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(11)
for classes 1l:t , 1l:2 ' 1l:3 and 1l:4 respectively. Then the Bayes' discr iminant regions R I ' R2 , R3 •
R4 correspond to first, second, third and fourth qu adrants of (Xl ' xz )-coordinate plane.
(Here we have assumed ql = qz = q3 = Q4') One can now easily evaluate expected
classification errors P(iV)'s for any specified values of rand k becau se
P(1II) = P(313) = [I - <1>( - fi)T
P(212) = P(414) = [<1>( fi}J[ I - <1>( - fi}]
P(213) = P(41l) = <1>(~) <1>( - ~)
P(2j4) = P(412) = POI3) == P(3II) = <1>z( - ~)
POI2) = P(1j4) = P(211) == P(314) = P(312) = P(413) == [<1>( - fi )J[ I - 11>( - jrn·
For the case where expected classification errors cannot be determined explicitly, a
Bayes' algorithm can be verified by obtaining for it NUIj), the number of times observations
from 1l:j classified into 1l:j for simulated data consisting of N j observations. j = 1.2, . . . , III
and i = 1,2, ... , m, and then testing the null hypothesis that equation (10) holds. Again.
the X2 test can be used since the random variable
I: f [N(i lj) - NJ~~(i lj)) ~, ~ (i 'I j'))/(Nj + Nr )]2
j = I i = I Nj [N(I IJ) + N(11J )]/(Nj + Nr l
has an approximate / distribution with m(m - 1)/2 degree s of freedom. If the null hypo-
thesis is rejected at a given IX level of significance, it would imply that the algorithm has
failed in its mission and needs to be rectified for the inaccuracy and malfunctioning.
4. EVALUATION OF FEATURE SEL ECTION ROUTINES
A feature selection routine is devised for selecting a characteristic vector C = (C 1,
C2, ... , Cqf from a larger vector of p characteristics (features) so that the underlying
classes are discriminated in the best possible way on the basis of the selected features. A
general approach in solving a discriminant problem is to define a distance functi on
D(i,j) between two classes TC i , 71. j for each possible characteristic vector C and then select the
characteristic vector for which the min imum distance between a pair of classes is maximized.
One such distance function is divergellce[9] defined by
D(i,j) = f: :xo [pkx) - p)x )] log [p;(.\' )/p)x)] dx
which has often been considered for the feature selection procedure r4, 10. II ]. Though in
general no one-to-one relationship exists between divergence and Bayes' classificat ion
errors [12], intuitively one would feel that the expected cost of misclassification decrea ses
with increasing pairwise distances between classes .
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Letting Pi(X) be the multivariate normal density of the form (6) with mean vector Jii and
covariance matrix Lj, i = 1,2, ... , m, we get
D(i,j) = Htr(Li - L)(Lj-1 - Li-1j + (Lj-l + Ljl)(Jil - Ji)(Jij - JiY). (12)
In case of Lj = L for all i,
D(i,j) = tr{L-1(Jij - /l)(Jii - /lX}· (13)
Further, if we let L = diag to], i = 1,2, ... , p), a matrix with diagonal elements as (J'T,
aL ...,a; and non-diagonal elements equal to zero, and denoting
~,~ I:'~J'l u,p
we have
i = 1,2, ... .m,
p
D(i,j) = I (Jijk - Jljk)z/al.
k~1
(14)
To illustrate the use of divergence criterion for feature selection, consider the following
example.
Example 2: Suppose we have three classes Jr1 , Jrz , Jr3 distributed normally with means
Jil = (0,0, O)T, Jiz = (0, 1, O)T, Ji3 = (0,0, If, and common covariance matrix L = I. We
want to select the best two characteristics by using the divergence principle. Using the
formula in (14), Table 1 is obtained for the values of D(i,j), i andj = 1,2,3, i i= j.
Since the maximum of minimum divergences in different rows corresponds to pair
(cz, c3 ), the divergence criterion leads to the selection of characteristics cz, ('3' It is important
to note that there is no discriminatory information provided by the characteristic ('I'
Hence it is desirable that a feature selection procedure pick up ('z, ('3 if the best pair of
features is required to be selected.
Taking the basic idea from Example 2, we establish a general result in the following
Theorem 1, on the basis of which one can design a simulation model that can be used for
evaluating a feature selection routine.
Theorem 1: Let the class it, have the normal distribution with mean vector Ilj = (Ilil '
/liZ"'" Jiiq' r1 , · · · , rp-i and covariance matrix L = diag (a;, i = 1,2, ... , p), i = 1,
2, ... .m. The class means are nonidentical for first q characteristics and identical for the
remaining p-q characteristics. Then for the best selection with q characteristics a feature
Table I. The values ofD(i.j)
Class pair
(7[ l' 7[2) 17[ 1. 7[.1) 17[2·7[.1)
o
Characteristic pair o
2
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selection routine based upon the divergence criterion should lead to the selection of those
characteristics for which the class means are non-identical.
Proof : Due to the given structure for class means, the divergence between classes n, and
1rj given by (14) reduces to
q
D(i,jl = I (Pik - pjd2/a~,
k=l
(15)
i.e. an y contribution in divergence is made by those characteristics which have non-
identical class means. Suppose we consider an arbitrary set of q characteristics selected
from the set of p characteristics such that t of these have non-identical class means and the
remaining q - t have identical class means, t < q. Then with the use of these ( selected
characteristics the divergence between tt, and 1rj is equal to
which is smaller than D(i,j) in (15). Since this is true for any pair (1r i , rr), the minimum di-
vergence using first lJ characteristics over all possible pairs of classes exceeds that using
any other set of q characteristics. Hence a feature selection routine based upon divergence
principle should lead to selecting the q characteristics for which class means are non-
identical. This establishes the theorem.
Theorem I can be generalized to the case where L is an y arbitrary covariance matrix.
However, if the covariance matrices are not the same, the above result may not necessarily
hold .
Using the model of Theorem I for simulation purposes, one can investigate, and hence
evaluate a feature selection algorithm by comparing the result of the characteristics it
selects with the best possible selection of characteristics, the number of characteristics to
be selected is preassigned.
5. CONCLUSION
Extensive development of the stat istical methodology of classification has been stressed
due to ever increasing demand for solving pattern recognition problems that often arise in
many scientific disciplines, and especially in space science. Such need has already stretched
the development from the mathematical treatment[6] of the problem to a technological
level. In literature one now finds pure numerical classification techniques[ 13] as well as
complicated software systems, involving clustering techniques, feature selection routines
and d iscriminant algorithms [ 14, 15]. The purpose of this paper is to emphasize need for
evaluating classification algorithms and to provide certain simulation models that can
be used for verifying whether or not a classification system is performing as expected
before being applied to a larger task involving a complicated situation.
Whether or not the system is useful depends on how it performs using unknown real data:
hence. the concept of usefulness is highly application related. The approach discussed here
will indicate whether or not the system performs as it was des igned to perform and gives
only indirect but important evidence as to its usefulness. If the system failed to perform as
desired using simulated data, it would indeed be surprising if the system would be useful
using real data : however, the converse is not true.
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